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INTRODUCTION 

Recent increases in the price of gasoline and diesel fuel, and uncertainty 
regarding future fuel supplies, have resulted in widespread interest in increasing 
the efficiency of ground vehicles. There are several approaches worthy of study 
in this regard.  Prominent among these is the possibility- of reducing aerodynamic 
drag. 
There are  substantial amounts of data concerning the drag of subacale models 
of automobiles, techniques for testing such models, and ways to estimate full-scale 
vehicle drag (refs. 1 to 10). Some studies have also been made with truck-like 
shapes (refs. 11to 14) .  
Results from a box-shaped vehicle (ref. 15) indicate that substantial differences 
sometimes exist between the drag characteristics of highway-sized rolling vehicles 
and similarly shaped subscale models. In light of these findings, and because high 
volume box-like shapes are aerodynamically inefficient, further work has been 
done with modified versions of the vehicle described in reference 15. The modifi­
cations consisted of rounding the horizontal and vertical corners of the front of the 
vehicle, rounding these corners on the rear of the vehicle, sealing the bottom of 
the chassis with a full-length fairing and then using a 3/4-length underbody fairing. 
Drag results from these configurations are compared with the reference 15 data 
for the vehicle with all corners square and vertical corners rounded. 
Test velocities ranged up to 65 miles per hour and the corresponding Reynolds 
numbers ranged up to 1X 10 based on vehicle length. A simple coast-down tech­
nique was used to define the drag. 
SYMBOLS 
I AvC 
velocity inc-rm, nt 
A body cross-sectional rpfercncc area (same for all configurations) 
aerodynamic drag coefficient, ' a  
' 'a  Gi 
base pressure .aefficient , * b-
9 
Da aerodynamic drag 
AD increment of aerodynamic drag 
aerodynamic drag for configuration A having all corners square 
mechanical drag 
total drag  
local acceleration of gravity 
vehicle length 
ambient pressure 
W vehiclc weight for each test 
W width of vehicle 
P absolute viscosity 
P air density 
VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS 
The test vehicle used for this series of configurations i s  the same basic vehicle 
a s  described in reference 15. The various configurations were achieved by 
relatively simple chapges to sheet metal that was affixed to the subframe of the 
carrier vehicle a s  described in reference 15. The various configurations are a s  
follows: 
Corners  
Configuiation llnderbody 
Front Rear 
~~ 
I ~ ~ A 
! A Fxposed ~ 
R ' Vrrfiral rounded. 1 Vertical rounded, 
horizontal squarr I horizontal square i: Exposed 
C Roundrd Rounded Exposed  
base pressure 
APb = P b  - P 
dynamic pressure,  0.5pV: 
P VCQR Reynolds number based on vehicle length, -
P 
r radius of rounded corners ,  vertical or horizontal 
At time increment 
vC 
calibrated velocity 
11 Roundwl ~ Rounded Full-length seal 
I I' , Round~rl : Rounded 1 3/4-lcngthscnl ! 
I Rou ndrd ,, Square 3 .  4-length seal ! 
Configurations A and B were the subject of study in reference 15. All the 
configurations had the same length and the same frontel area. These dimensions 
can be obtained from figure 1. 
Configurations With Underbody Exposed 
Configuration A ,  with all corners square,  i s  shown in figure 2 ,  and configu­
ration R ,  with rounded vertical corners in the frontand r ea r ,  i s  shown in figure 3 .  
Thc radius of the rounded corners for configuration B was equal to 20 percent Of the 
vehicle width, that i s ,  1= 0 . 2 .  Configuration C ,  in which all (horizontal and
W 
vertical, front and rear)  corners were rounded, is shown in figure 4. All rounded 
corners for configuration C had an 2 ratio of 0 . 2 .  
3 
\ 
9 
'I e mderbody of configurations A ,  B , and C w a s  exposed: that i s ,  the front 
-s:.;???on system, transmission, driveline, r em axle, differential, and other 
L i i w f ' o u v  parts were exposed to the air that flowed underneath the vehicle. A 
;,!*.s.JTnoh of the exposed underbody that was taken before the sheet metal shell 
na Z;chea to the vehicle is shown in figure 5.  
Configurations With Underbody Sealed 
;.di$urations D ,  E ,  and F had a partially or fully sealed underbody. Except 
IO!. tir mderbody , configurations D and E were the same as configuration C .  The 
~ U I r - m q hunderbody seal of configuration D and the 3/4-length seal of configu­
rrtJor ,rP shown in figures 6(a) and 6(b) as seen from a viewer position similar 
I:: tn-xposed underbody photograph of figure 5. Further details pertaining to the 
unoemndy seal will be given in a following subsection. 
Lwiguration F (fig. 7) had the same rounded corners in front as configura­
liont i 3 .  and E and a blunt aft end with all corners square like configuration A 
!. irab he 3/4-length underbody seal used on configuration E .  
Underbody Seal 
. Tie full-length underbody seal was configured so that it faired smoothly into 
l i l t  !r:ri ind rear lower horizontal rounded corners. An aft-facing gap underneath 
tht- I '%rx? 9ermitted the cooling air that passed through the engine radiator to 
a5ca;rt :;.:.ing cooling vent open operation. This gap is  shown from behind the 
gdp ai: ?om the left of the left wheels in figure 8(a).  A somewhat similar view of 
the e2;csed underbody is shown in figure 8 (b). 
"I? wheel wells were sealed for configurations'D, E ,  and F. They were 
urtbetze for configurations A ,  6 ,  and C .  Figure 9(a) shows the front wheel well 
.>e& w Cich was made of fiber glass cloth and tape to allow the front suspension 
h y s t m  io 11ex. Figure 9 ( b )  shows the same front wheel well before the underbody . 
irnc %we;well seals were installed. 
::ket netal and tape were used to seal the rear wheel wells. Figure 10(a) 
ahvat  'n? right rear wheel well seal installation viewed from somewhat behind the 
w : l r : .  Sig-ure 1O(b)  shows the left rear wheel well before the installation of the 
d?iet.xcil seal. also viewed from behind the axle. A portion of the bottom seal 
nnc t !.,mer between the bottom seal and the axle are visible below the axle. 
AItli~>ughthe rear wheel well seals were in place for configurations D ,  E ,  and F. 
stir fiJll-length bottom seal was installed only for configuration D. 
Configuration D was unique in another way. A s  the former and sheet metal 
fairing visible in figure 10(b) suggest, the full-length seal impaired the freedom 
of movement of the rear suspension system. To prevent the rear part of the 
underbody seal from buckling, the rear suspension motion was eliminated by tying
lhe axle to thc chassis with two heavy shackles. The shackles were removed for 
configurations E and F because the underbody seal terminated immediately in front 
4 
1 of the rear wheels. Vertical slots were provided in the rear wheel seals for 
1 configurations E and F to allow the rear axle to respond to road discontinuities 
without damaging the seals. 
TEST PROCEDURE 
Method and Test Conditions 
The coast-down method was used to obtain the total drag of the vehicle. 
Total drag is used here to mean the sum of the aerodynamic drag, the tractive 
drag of the tires and bearings, the gear resistance back through the drive line to 
the transmission, and the thrust from the rotational inertia of the wheels, t ires,  
and other parts of the drive line. The coast-down method is described in refer­
ences 16 to 18, and the specific approach taken for the present investigation is 
described in reference 15. 
Most of the test runs were made on the runway used to investigate configura­
tions A and B (ref. 15) . This runway is exceptionally smooth and has an eleva­
tion gradient of only 0.08 percent; the effects of gradient were eliminated by 
averaging runs made in opposite directions. This procedure also compensated 
for the effects of winds. Testing was cancelled when winds exceeded 2 to 3 knots 
along the ruriway , or 5 to 6 knots across the runway; however, most of the tests 
were made early in the day when it was calm. The most common wind condition 
that was encountered, when there were winds, was a cross wind of up to 2 or 
3 knots. 
Wind velocity and direction, ambient pressure,  and temperature were monitored 
and documented for each day of testing so that the effects of these factors could be 
taken into account. The vehicle was weighed, with occupants, after each day's 
testing to provide the proper mass for computing drag. The vehicle began each 
day of testing with a t ire pressure of 38 pounds per square inch. All  the results 
presented in this report and in reference 15 represent the cooling vent closed 
condition. The cooling vent is  shown open and closed in figures 2 and 3 ,  respec­
tively. 
Instrumentation 
Deceleration .- Two methods were used to define the vehicle's deceleration for 
* the investigation described in reference 15  - the speedometer-stopwatch method 
and a backup accelerometer-oscillograph method. The accelerometer readings 
were influenced by the depression of the front suspension system during decelera­
tion, so with the accelerometer-oscillograph method corrections were necessary 
to define the actual rate of change of forward velocity. The speedometer-stopwatch
method provided the absolute value of the rate of change of velocity more directly 
and was more convenient, so it was the only method used for this investigation. 
5 
I'-!W pressure .  - Base prcssurc measurements, which were x,quirrd for 
, .on'~gurutinn;E and F only, Were m:idc by using a precision direct reading
d,.solicte Rnel'oid dial barometer, T:ire readings wrr r  made at zero vclocity on the 
portion of the runway where data r u n s  were m a d e  $0 th?t runwn!' olcvatinn grndicnt
elfects WFIY eliminated. Then data runs were made repeatedly i l l  both directions 
past the tare location. Tare readings were interspersed betwcen the data runs to 
provide a history of tare  pressure for zero velocity as a function of time. Ry 
itnowing the time of each data r u n ,  the app-pnriate absolute tnrc value was applied 
anri the Afb for a given velor rv I* 
I ubtainrd. 
A backup measurcment 0, base pressure was made by using a differential 
pressure transducer sensor that was refercnced to a flush orifice located near the 
middle of the top surface of the veliicle. The transducer output was recorded on 
an oscillograph. The backup method confirmed the results from the nneroid 
barometer . 
RESULTS 
Tuft Patterns 
Tuft patterns for conficurations A ,  B , and C for a calibrated speed of 5 5  miles 
per hour are  shown in figurcs 11( a )  , 11(h) , and 11(c) , respectively, for the 
cooling vent closed. Figurt. l l ( a )  shows that for the square-comerrd configuration 
the flow separ;ites just behind the front vertical corner and that completelv attached 
!low is not achieved anywhere along the side. A corresponding p idograph  showing 
the top wrface of configuration A is not available; however, a photograph of the tuft 
pattern at the top forward edge of configuration A (fig. 12) suggests a condition of 
separated flow similar to the side's. Figures l l ( b )  and l l ( c )  show that flow is 
attached with rounded corners ovpr all the surfarcs in view. The flow remained 
attached over thc forwardmost portion of the rear  rounded corners. The tuft 
patterns foi. rnch configuration wcrc the same whether the cooling vrnt was open 
or closed except for the region immcdiately adjacent to the opening . 
Total Drag 
Total d w g  results for configur;ttions A to D a re  presented in figure 1 3 .  The 
total drag t.\ as  derived from measiircmrnts of coasting dccclrration , which includes 
the effects of mechanical factors as  well a s  aerodynamic rrsistoncc. a s  follows: 
where t h e  mcchanical d r a g ,  D m ,  consists of the tractive drag of the rotating parts 
from th tiises, ! .sli through the driveline to the transmission, and the thrust from 
the rot,':on ?rtia of these par ts .  The symbol at V c =  1 in figure 13 is the low-
limit tr. ' I V I  5 measured for the vehicle for tire pressures between 38 pounds 
per square inch and  4P pounds per  square inch. The heavy dashed curve i s  an 
extrapolation for velocity effects on tractive drag that i s  based on a semiempirical 
equation from reference 1 .  The extrapolation provided by this expression was 
derived by Hoerner (rcf. 1) for tire characteristics of the 1930'5 and 1940's; how­
ever ,  it has been found to provide velocity effects that agree with modern tires of 
the type used in this experiment (refs. 18 to 2 0 ) .  
Figure 13 and the following table show the improvement in performance (that is, 
speed capability) due to the increasing aerodynamic refinement of configurations B , 
C .  and D a s  compared with A .  Indexes of 200 pounds of total drag and 34 horse­
power were chosen arbitrarily to demonstrate the velocity obtainable by each 
configuration, within these indexes. 
Con figurnt ion  
39.5 4 7 . 5  
59.5 

63.5 63.5 

Thus,  rounding the horizontal and vertical corners (configuration C )  increased 
the velocity for 200 pounds of total d rag  by approximately 42 percent and the 
velocity for 34 horsepower by 25 percent compared with the configuration with all 
corners  square (configuration A). The addition of the underbody seal (configu­
ration D) provided corresponding velocity increases of approximately 60 percent 
and 34 percent, respectively. 
Aerodynamic Drag 
The aerodynamic drag  of each configuration was calculated by subtracting the 
extrapolated tractive drag  from the total drag and accounting for the calculated 
effects of rotational inertia. The resulting aerodynamic drag coefficients for each 
configuration with the cooling vent closed are  summarized in the following table, 
which is  for a calibrated speed of 60 miles per hour: the nonparabolic curves (con­
figurations C and D) in figure 13 indicated that these values of drag coefficient apply 
only at this speed. 
I 
Configurat ion 'D" ADO . percen t  
O D  
0.520 

0.440 , 61 
0 . 4 4 3  61 
F 0.463 59  
The configuration with all corners square (configur,ltion 2 )  Ii.ici ;lt~ri~ciyn::~~T.ic 
drag coefficient of 1.13, significantly higher than the model values of 0 . 8 6  ( rcx f .  1 ) 
and 0.93 (ref. 1 2 ) .  A s  mentioned in reference 1 5 ,  this diflcrenc?.is believed to be 
caused primarily by the exposed underbody protuberances of the actu.,l t C.I vchlcle. 
which were not adequately simulated by the models. 
Configuration B provided a 40-percent reduction in aerodynamic driig as 
compared with configuration A ,  and the corresponding reductions provided by 
configurations C and D were 54 percent and 61 percent, respectively. 
.e 

Configurations C, D,E ,  and F had aerodynamic drag coefficients close to those 
of conventional automobiles, a s  is apparent from a comparison of the values of C D  
U 
in the table with those in figure 14. The figure, which is adapted from reference 9 .  
shows the trend of C,, with automobile type. References 4 ,  5 ,  and 10 confirm this 
a 
finding. Thus,  although a modern automobile has an appearance of sleekness, i t s  
aerodynamic drag cobfficient is in most cases about the same as a relatively clean 
box with its forward corners rounded. 
A comparison of configurations C and D shows that the full-length underbody
seal reduced aerodynamic drag approximately 15 percent. Similar results were 
obtained with a 3/8-scale model of a conventional automobile with the flow through
the radiator blocked (ref. 8 ) .  The reduction in aerodynamic drag provided by the 
3/4-length seal (configuration E )  was also approximately 15 yrrccnt. This result is 
in general agreement with the model data from reference 5 ,  which showed that the 
difference in drag between an automobile model with a full-length seal and one with 
a seal with the aft third removed was negligible. 
Underbody seals like those of configurations 1) o r  E may result ~n even greater 
reductions in drag for full-scale family sedans or station wagons than they did 
for the configurations tested, assuming that the automobile's exposed underbody is 
similar to that shown in'figure 5.  This possibility exists becausr, thr frontal area 
of an ordinary automobile is small compared with that of the configuratlons tested, 
which means that a similar reduction in drag would be 1argt.r in proportion to the 
vehicle's overall aerodynamic drag. 
The design of the underbody seal used in this investigation, although effective 
in terms of reducing drag,  would require changes in d e t d  to be practical for 
general use.  For example, the heat from the exhaust system was trapped between 
the seal and the floor of the carrier vehicle. In addition, the seal was difficult 
to remove, which complicated routine maintenance from underneath. Each of these 
problems should yield to a thoughtful design effort, however. 
Rounding the corners obviously results in R loss of usable volume. k.or 
configuration B, the loss in volume was 1.4 peri,ttnt as compared with configura­
tion A .  The corresponding volume loss for configurations C , D , and E was 
3 .0  percent, and for codiguration F it was 1.5 r er-ent . 
This study was limited to the coast-down method of sensing drag.  whirh in and 
of itself does not define the fuel consumption, or fuel vlleage, of the resptdtive 
8 

configurations. Therefore, the demonstrated reductions in drag will not be evalu­
ated quantitatively in terms of savings in fuel. Ifowever, references 2 ,  14, and 21 
to 2 3 ,  among others, suggest that at highway speeds fuel savings in percent are  
between one-third and one-half of the magnitude of the percentage of reduction in 
aerodynamic drag. This depends on such factors a s  the vehicle's configuration, 
loading, the route, the type of driving, and the presence of wind. 
The only difference between configurations E and F is that the back four corners 
of configuration F were square; therefore, the base of the vehicle WLS completely 
flat. This permitted a cursory examination to be made of the cost in drag of the 
flat base,  which is common on trucks. It is understood that these flat bases are  
advantageous in terms of ease of fabrication and rear door size and secondarilv in 
terms of volume. 
The drag penalty of configuration F a s  compared with configuration E a s  detei 
mined from the deceleration data was approximately 5 percent at 60 miles per hour 
for calm wind conditions. This corresponds to an increase in aerodynamic drag 
coefficient of 0 .02 .  These data suggest that a vehicle with only the four front 
corners rounded and an exposed underbody (inother words, configuration C with 
a flat base) would have an aerodynamic drag coefficient of approximately 0.54 at 
60 miles per hour, which would represent a saving of about one-half in aerodynamic 
drag compared with configuration A .  Thus, the penalty of a flat base i s  relatively
small for calm wind conditions. Limited experience with configurations E and F 
suggest, however, that the vehicle with the flat base was more sensitive to cross­
winds than it was with a rounded base,  and with the resultant velocity component 
displaced 5 O  or 6 O ,  the aerodynamic drag coefficient of configuration F increased 
from approximately 0.46 to 0.49. Thus,  a s  is  often done, it is good design practice 
to round the rear corners of buses and motor homes, which do not require a large 
door at the base. 
The drag penalty associated with having square aft corners was also evaluared 
by making base pressure measurements on Configurations E and F. The bas-
pressure coefficients, C , were -0.24 for the rounded base (configuretion E )  and 
' b  
-0.30 for the square-cornered base (configuration P) . The pressure coefficient for 
the base with rounded corners represents only the flat portion of the base. 
Base pressure data from three variations d a wind-tunnel model that simulated 
box-shaped ground vehicles and did not have whcr or wheel wells are  compared
in the following table with the base pressures obtained for configurations E and F: 
Vehicle Configuration R 
Actual E i x  10' 0.2 -0.24 F 0 -0 .30-I 
9 
The base pressure coefficients from the vehicle of the present study and thosc 
from the reference 24 wind-tunnel model tend to agree.  
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A box-shaped ground vehicle was used to simihate the aerodynamic drag of 
high volume transports like delivery vans,  trucks, or motor homcs. Measurements 
were made on the vehicle in its original configuration, in which all corners were 
square,  and several modifications of this configuration. The coast-down technique 
was used at test velocities ranging up to 65 miles per hour. The maximum Reynolds
number was 1 X 10' based on vehicle length. 
Rounding both the front and the rear corners resulted in a 54-percent reduc­
tion in aerodynamic drag at 60 miles per hour as compared to the configuration with 
all corners square. With the addition of a full-length underbody seal,  the drag 
reduction increased to 61 percent. 
The full-length underbody seal provided an incremental reduction in aerody­
namic drag of approximately 15  percent for the configuration to which i t  was applied 
The 3/4-length underbody seal also provided a reduction in drag of approximately 
1 5  percent. 
The penalty in aerodynamic drag of having square instead of rounded corners 
at the rear of the vehicle was approximately 5 percent at 60 miles per hour for zero 
wind conditions. 
The configuration with all corners square had a significantly highex drag 
coefficient than generally similar small-scale models. The higher drag coefficients 
for the actual vehicle a re  believed to be caused primarily by underbody protuber­
ances, which were not simulated by the models. 
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Figure I .  Dimensions (in inches) of squore-cornered configuration of test vehicle. 
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E-26577 E-26776 
"L .. 
1 
E-26575 E-26774 
Flgu' 2. Configuration A .  A11 corner8 square. Cooling vent open. Figure 3 .  Configuration B .  Rounded front and rear vertical 
corners. Cooling vent closed. 
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Figure 4. Configuration C. Rounded front and rear horizontal and 
vertical corners. Cooling vent closed. 
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E-27367 E-27625 

8-27385 E-27826 

(bJ 3/4-length seal. Configuration E .  
(c. f i l l - length seal. Configuration 0. 
F i g u r e  6. Concluded. 
Figure 6. Sealed underbody looking rearward. 
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Figure 7 .  Configuration F .  Rounded horizontal and vertical comers  
in front, square comers  at the rear.  Cooling vent closed. 
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la)  Sealed. Configurations D, E, and F. E-27366 
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(b) Exposed. Configurations A ,  B. and C. E-27721 
Figure 9. Right front wheel well, looklng rearward. 
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(b) Exposed. ConfigurationsA ,  E. and C. E-27225 
Figure 10. Rear wheel Wells. 
(a) Configuration A. E-26717 
. .  .. 
(b) Configuration B. E-26W3 
. . . . .  
(c) Configuration C. E-27088 
Figure 11. Tuff patterns for configurations A ,  B ,  and C at a cofibmted 
speed of 55 miles per hour. Cooling vent closed. 
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Figure 13. Relationship of  total drag lo  veloci ty .  Obtained b y  the coast-down 
method with stopwatch-speedometer readings. /The tractive drag does not 
include the rotational inerlia of  wheels and t ires .  1 
r 
a s b eC z 0.32, 
C “0.41 
Da Da 
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Aerodynamic rating 
Figure 14 .  Variation of  aerodynamic drag coefficientwilh outomobflc 
lype and aerodynamic rating (adapled from ref. #). 
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